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PHOTO

EXPO
CLASS

Roberto Valenzuela
Learn to Achieve Photographic
Awesomeness through beautiful
posing, amazing lighting and
Creative Composition at Any Location
Sponsored
By

Robert
Valenzuela

Canon Explorer
Of Light

Monday March 2nd 9:00 am
Osage Casino & Hotel 951 W. 36th St N Tulsa
See www.photoxok.org for details
Part One: How to achieve INVISIBLE POSING:
Come join photographer and top-selling author Roberto Valenzuela on a class on how to
create invisible posing. This is a concept where you use posing techniques that follow the
natural flow of the human body to create poses that look 100% effortless but beautiful!
When the pose is well done, it becomes invisible. People won’t notice it, instead they will
notice the beauty of the overall photograph without the pose being a source of distraction.
We all dislike those contrived, forced, and unnatural poses in our photos right? This class
will help you remove that headache from your work. Roberto will also dedicate part of the
program on how to craft a sales meeting to highly improve your chances of getting booked.
Sales, Marketing, and Business are incredibly important to understand especially when dealing with the business of photography. Photography is an emotional purchase, therefore the
way you market and sale changes. Roberto will explain how to maximize your knowledge
on this topic and help you business grow.
Part Two: How to achieve AMAZING LIGHTING at Any Location.
Roberto Valenzuela will share his approach to transforming any location using light. Roberto Valenzuela will cover creative use of flashes, portable strobes, gels, and even continuous
light equipment to make magic happen at any location. This is a great opportunity important and practical lighting techniques in a small group setting.
Roberto is from Beverly Hills, CA. Find out more about him at www.robertovalenzuela.com
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